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Abstract— Parallel Genetic Algorithms (PGAs) are effective 

and robust methods for solving many optimization 

problems. But PGAs gives lot of iteration and time to 

finding optimal solution. This paper provides the 

information about how various authors, researchers, 

scientists have applied GA/PGA on GPGPU (General 

purpose Graphics Processing Units) with parallelelism. 

Many problems have been solved on GPGPU using 

GAs/PGAs. The parallel natures of GA’s are well utilized 

on GPGPU.. Paper gives review of various applications 

solved and future probable area of works possible to solve 

with GAs/PGAs on GPU. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Although GAs are very effective in solving many practical 

problems, their execution time can become a limiting factor 

for some large scale problems, because a thousands of  

candidate solutions must be evaluated. Fortunately, the most 

time-consuming fitness evaluations can be performed 

independently for each individual in the population using 

various types of parallelization like master slave model, fine 

grained model, island model etc. Performance of PGA with 

respect to other heuristic techniques calculated with the 

parameters such as number of iterations, population size, 

computational time, effectiveness, quality of roster, 

efficiency, completeness, CPU utilization, memory 

utilization and convergence rate etc. 

Selection-crossover-mutation cycle present in 

PGAs like our simple Genetic algorithm. But in PGA we 

meet to new term is migration. Migration is nothing but 

exchanging rate of individuals between the demes. Basically 

migration can be done by two types, one is synchronous and 

another is asynchronous. Migration has a huge impact on 

speed reaching the solution. It is a new process which 

describes how many migrants will be exchanged between 

the demes, when there is the right time for migration and 

which type of the migration schemes is useful. In parallel 

computation, topology is an important characteristic and like 

in the PGA. There are many types of topologies between 

nodes/demes. Static and dynamic topologies could be used. 

It is worth to note that the topology brings a new dimension 

to GAs, because we have got several demes instead of one. 

Demes exchange individuals among themselves and are not 

anymore controlled "globally". 

GA is one of best algorithm for optimization 

problems of engineering area. GA is basically based on 

natural selection and population. Most of the optimization 

problem needs day or week for computation on our serial 

machine. We can reduce computational time with the help 

of parallelism. Sequential GA faces the some problems 

when optimization problem is large scale. Convergence, 

diversity, population size problem comes after 

implementation of Sequential GA for the large scale 

problem [21]. We can resolve this type of problem with the 

help of GPGPU. 

II. PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Theoretically speaking, a serial or a conventionally written 

parallel algorithm can run on a GPU without any 

modifications for smaller problems. However, there is a dire 

need for algorithms exclusively designed for the modern 

GPUs because GPUs are very different from the 

conventional parallel computing. To be more specific, for an 

efficient implementation, all the genetic operators, fitness 

function (if required) and local search algorithms need to be 

redesigned with considerable care. Various models are 

available for paralyse GA.  

A. Master-Salve Model 

When we analyse genetic algorithm, we find that genetic 

algorithms outer structure is serial. There are a lot of parallel 

parts in the internal of genetic algorithm. For example, we 

can implement fitness function in parallel on processor 

network, and implement selection operator, crossover 

operator and mutation operator in serial on master processor. 

Master/Slave implementations are more efficient as the 

evaluations become more expensive and contribute a bigger 

portion in algorithm’s total runtime. This method is 

effective, when the fitness function is complex. Otherwise, 

the communication time will be longer than before [19]. 

B. Coarse-grained model 

In this genetic algorithm model, there are some subgroups. 

Every subgroup runs on an individual processor. They 

evolve independently. Every processor just implements 

fitness function, selection operator, crossover operator and 

mutation operator. Those subgroups translate their excellent 

individuals to other subgroups every some time. Some time 

we call this model island model and call this type of genetic 

algorithm distributed genetic algorithm. The genetic 

algorithm uses a little time to communicating between 

subgroups [19]. 

C. Fine-grained model 

In this model, every individual own a processor. Every 

processor just operators one individual in the same time. So 

we can calculate individual’s fitness value quickly. The 

operators of selection, crossover and mutation are 

individuals which are adjacent. This model has a great 

parallelism. It is suitable for SIMD system [19].  

D. Hybrid -grained model 

Mixed model is also called multi-layered parallel model. 

This model, which has developed fast in recent years, mixes 

the former three kinds of fundamental models and develops 

into a hierarchical structure. This model not only makes 

chromosome compete for optimal solutions, but introduces 

competition to structural genetic algorithm and provides a 
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better environment to be advantageous for evolution. 

Usually, mixed parallel genetic algorithms carries on the 

combination by the hierarchical structure, the upper layer 

often uses the coarse grained model much, the lower layer 

may use the coarse grained model or fine-grained model. Or, 

the population may use coarse-grained parallel genetic 

algorithm model to split, but the migration operation may 

use the fine grain parallel genetic algorithm model. 

Advantage and limitation of each model on GPGPU is 

present in table I. 

Table 1: PGA Models 

III. GPGPU  

Around 1999, GPUs gained popularity and a specialized 

architecture was developed to execute a fixed function 

pipeline. With the installation of a programmable shader in 

the GPU, the degree of freedom of GPU calculation 

improved dramatically, and therefore, GPUs have since been 

used for general-purpose applications as GPGPU. In the 

initial stages of GPGPU, programming using low level 

assembly languages was indispensable; thus, efforts were 

focused on the implementation rather than the design of 

shader algorithms. Then, graphics shading languages such as 

C for graphics (Cg) by NVIDIA (2002), High Level Shading 

Language (HLSL) by Microsoft, and OpenGL Shading 

Language (GLSL) were released, and GPGPU programming 

became easier As a result, GPGPU was reserved for 

graphics programming experts. Therefore, the development 

of high-level languages is essential. In particular, Compute 

Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) was released by 

NVIDIA as a development environment for their GPU. 

CUDA also uses the extended C language, and has many 

GPGPU functions. 

A. CUDA Environment 

In the CUDA environment, the CPU and the main memory, 

are called the "host," and the GPU is called a "device." The 

GPU is considered to be a co-processor that can execute 

multiple threads in parallel. In Figure 1, the device has 

multiple streaming multiprocessors (SMs), and each SM has 

multiple streaming processors (SPs).  

 
Fig. 1: Hardware model of CUDA 

The device executes a large amount of threads in 

parallel using these processors to accelerate the 

computation. The CUDA environment employs the single-

instruction, multiple-thread architecture. Threads are 

grouped into thread blocks. Moreover, threads in a thread 

block are separated into a warp after every 32 threads, and a 

single warp is executed in an SM simultaneously. Then, the 

throughput of GPU calculation decreases if the number of 

threads in a thread block is not a multiple of 32. Threads in a 

thread block can share data through the shared memory in 

each SM. Threads can also refer to some memory areas such 

as registers, constant cache, texture cache, and global 

memory. The memory on SMs such as shared memory can 

be referred to with almost no latency. In contrast, the global 

memory on video random access memory causes a latency 

of approximately 400-600 clock cycles when a thread 

accesses it, but this memory can be referred to by all 

threads. However, the latency can be concealed by 

sequentially executing multiple threads. Processes executed 

by the devices are described as kernel functions, and the 

devices execute the kernel in response to a call from the 

host. A kernel function describes the process in a single 

thread, and the same kernel is executed in many processors. 

Thus, the device works as single-instruction, multiple-data. 

Note that the functions for executing on the host cannot be 

called on the device. 

IV. GA ON GPGPU 

Mohamed Wahib [1] exposes the strengths and weaknesses 

of GPU paradigms from the perspective of an GAs designer 

and implementer, also tells challenges and design choices 

for parallel GAs. He can discussed optimization issue which 

comes in GPU and problem come with various models of 

PGAs. In [2] implemented genetic algorithms on CUDA 

when solving the independent tasks scheduling problem. 

Author used cuRAND generator to generate pseudorandom 

numbers on the GPU. The implementations consists of a set 

of CUDA-C kernels for generation of initial population, 

generation of batches of pseudorandom numbers for 

decision making, merging of the old and new populations, 

the implementation of the operations specific for each meta-

heuristic, and for evaluation of candidate solutions.  In [3] 

proposed implementation executes all genetic operations in 

a generation of the MGG model in a single kernel function. 

First, by a kernel function call from the host, an SM receives 

two individuals (parents) from the population in the global 

Model Advantages Limitation 

Master 

Slave 

Model 

Easy implementation More expensive 

Contribute a bigger 

portion in algorithm’s 

total runtime 
Not effective when 
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Great parallelism 
Necessity of special 
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memory. Then, all processes such as random number 

generator, crossover, mutation, sorting, and selection are 

executed in the SM. Finally, the two selected individuals are 

sent back to the global memory, and the routine is 

immediately repeated until the termination criterion is 

satisfied. Author used Random Number Generator (RNG) 

because CUDA libraries do not include random number 

generator functions. Bitonic sort used for sorting population 

because other sort cant easy to parallize in CUDA. For 

evaluation purpose author checked GPU and CPU 

computation with the four optimization function. 

Mihai Calin et. al. [4] Proposed Genetic algorithm 

on CUDA for solving NP completed problem. It is desire to 

run entire algorithm on GPU for minimizing communication 

between GPU and CPU, This communication very slow and 

will cause extra delay in genetic algorithm. Unfortunately 

island model require migration after some iteration for better 

result. Author runs some part of program on CPU because 

They implement island model on GPGPU with 128 island, 

obtain better result in 15 ms where sequential algorithm 

required 1008 ms. 

In [6] author implement fine grained model on 

CUDA platform, the performance of genetic algorithm relies 

heavily on random number, here used the method of Park- 

Miller random number generator for generation. In this 

paper select the best individuals using bitonic sort because 

other sort are not easily parallize in CUDA. Finally show 

that fine grained model require shorter execution time than 

coarse grain. Author discussed how the different GA 

operators work, how initialize population, random number 

generation, crossover, mutation, selection operators 

parallelized in [7]. The results are compared with the 

sequential algorithm on accuracy and clock time for varying 

problems by studying the effect of a number of parameters, 

namely: (i) population sizes, (ii) number of threads, (iii) 

problem sizes, and (iv) problems of differing complexities. 

Noriyuki Fujimoto [8] presents parallelization of 

the OX (order crossover) operator and experimentally show 

that parallelized OX is effective on a GPU based on the 

CUDA architecture. The experiments with an NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX580 GPU show that PGA on GPGPU 

achieved 101.3x speedup. 

In [9] researcher deals with the mapping of the 

parallel island based genetic algorithm with unidirectional 

ring migrations to nVidia CUDA software model. The 

proposed mapping is tested using Rosenbrock’s, Griewank’s 

and Michalewicz’s benchmark functions. The obtained 

results indicate that our approach leads to speedups up to 

seven thousand times higher compared to one CPU thread 

while maintaining a reasonable results quality. This clearly 

shows that GPUs have a potential for acceleration of GAs 

and allow to solve much complex tasks. 

In [10] paper author told about how exactly GA 

Map to CUDA software and Acceleration of the Fine grain 

Genetic Algorithm. In [5] paper a stateless pseudo-random 

number based on a hash function generator has been 

published. The generator is three times faster than the 

standard C rand function and more than 10x faster than the 

CUDA generator. The migration scheme is based on the 

unidirectional ring topology where every island sends its 

migrants to the adjacent island with a higher index and 

receives migrants from the island with a lower index. 

Frederic Pinel [12] solve the large instances of 

scheduling problem using parallel celluer genetic algorithm 

and parallel min max algorithm on GPU. They achived 16x 

speedup on Nvidia Tesla C2050 and compute capability 3.0. 

Author proved that we can solve scheduling problem on 

GPGPU. In recent year various author use PGA to solve 

problem on GPGPU, Table II shows the review of PGA 

models with respect to problem.  

Year Problem Model 

2009 One max problem[14] Fine Grain 

2009 
Quadratic assignment Problem 

[14] 
Hybrid Model 

2009 Ground Water Contamination [15] Master-Slave 

2010 
Scheduling Problem Agro Food  

industry [16 ] 
Coarse Grain 

2010 Agent based FMS Scheduling [17] Master-slave 

2011 Pattern Reorganization [18] Master-Slave 

2011 Image Matching [6] Fine Grain 

2011 MINIP Problem [11] Master-Slave 

2011 Steady State GA [3] Master-Slave 

2011 Sudoku Game [19] Master-slave 

2012 NP Complete Problem [4] Coarse Grain 

2012 Multi GPU [13] 
Coarse Grain 

Island 

Table 2: Review on PGA Models 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

After reviewing various papers in area Genetic Algorithm 

on GPGPU we can say that,  

 GPGPU is good option for speedup to solve 

combinatorial problem.  

 We can resolve diversity, population size, convergence 

problem with the help of GPGPU. 

 Many real life problems are effectively possible to solve 

using GAs on GPU’s. 

Based on complexity of problem, search space it is 

possible to provide diversity in search space using Genetic 

Algorithm on GPGPU.  
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